ATTENTION STUDENTS!

ALLOTMENT OF EXAMINATION CENTRES ... JUNE, 2014 SESSION

Queries are being received from some of the students that they have not been allotted the Examination Centres near to their residence/ preferred location, etc. specifically in certain centres located in Mumbai, Kolkata, Hyderabad and Delhi.

It has been our endeavour to allot the best possible centre to each candidate enrolled for the examinations. However, due to administrative reasons like the available infrastructure/ capacity of a particular examination centre vis-à-vis the number of students opting for such locations/ centres, non-availability of suitable centres in nearby areas, etc. the Institute was left with no option but to allot centres as are available.

Students are advised not to make queries as well as requests for change of examination centres as the Institute will not be able to accede to their requests due to practical difficulties. Further, the entire exercise of allotting centres is done through automated random method according to the medium, syllabus, module, etc. opted by the students.

Please note that no correspondence in this regard will be entertained and students are advised to appear for the examinations from the respective centres allotted to them as shown in the Admit Card. Co-operation of all students are solicited while wishing them all the best for the examinations.

Inconvenience caused to the students is regretted.

(Sohan Lal)
Joint Secretary (Students Services)
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